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Rolling
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Rolling is a crucial skill

Without a confident roll players are hesitant to 
commit to the play and to the ball

Teach it soon

Teach it in a swimming pool



Types of kayak roll

 Hand rolls
› Back deck
› Front deck
› Upright

 Rolling with the ball

 Paddle rolls
› C-to-C
› Sweep roll

We will only look at hand rolls
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Teaching rolls

 Point out that rolling is easy and effortless

 Explain how the roll works

 Teach it in a pool

 Be patient

 Be aware that many people are reluctant to 
go under water (at first!)
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Back deck roll

 The easiest roll to learn

 The legs turn the boat to pull the body 
out of the water

 It works by keeping the body flat on the 
back deck to give a low centre of 
gravity and reduce the turning forces 
that must be overcome
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Back deck roll – 1 

➢ Setup – lean back and 
reach to the surface with 
both hands
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Back deck roll – 2

➢ Drive the thigh down into 

the thigh brace 

➢ The hands move down 
through the water and 
follow with one arm 
continuing across the 
body as the boat returns 
to normal position. 

➢ The head is on the back 
deck throughout the roll
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Back deck roll – 3

➢ Finish by sitting upright
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Front deck roll

 Preferred by whitewater paddlers because the 

face is not exposed to the river bed

 Stronger than the back deck roll

 It works by keeping the body forward against 

the front deck to give a low centre of gravity 

and reduce the turning forces that must be 

overcome
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Front deck roll – 1 

➢ Setup – lean forward 

and reach to the 

surface with both 

hands
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Front deck roll – 2

➢ Drive the thigh down into 
the thigh brace to turn the 
boat on the water 

➢ The hands move down 
through the water and 
follow with one arm 
continuing across the body 
as the boat returns to 
normal position. 

➢ The head comes out of the 
water last
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Front deck roll – 3

➢ The head stays down and 
forward throughout the 
roll
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Front deck roll – 4

➢ Finish by sitting upright
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Upright roll (C-to-C hand roll)

 Compact roll with reduced 
hyperextension of the shoulders

 The roll uses the same technique as the 
C-to-C paddle roll

 It works by using the body in 
combination with the legs to turn the 
boat
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Upright roll – 1 

➢ Arch up to the 

surface, wrapped 

around the kayak
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Upright roll – 2 

➢ Body snap to roll the 
kayak under the 
body (move from 
the first ‘C’ to the 
second ‘C’

➢ The head remains 
tilted toward the 
shoulder until upright
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Upright roll – 3 

➢ Finish sitting upright
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Teaching hand rolls

 Explain how the roll works and what you (coach) are going to do

 Stand beside the bow, facing the student 

 Grip the bow lightly with two hands

 Ask the student to capsize and roll

 As the boat turns, feel (through the boat) whether they have 

control or need assistance. If they need help, turn the boat to bring 

them up.

 It is important that the student gets the feel of a comfortable and 

easy action as the boat turns

 Correct technique, and try again

Avoid using kick boards or other floating supports as these compromise 
technique by forcing thinking about what the hands are doing,                             

instead of what the legs and body are doing.
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Hand rolling – don’ts

 Do not attempt to push off the water with the hands

 Do not reach out away from the boat to gain leverage

 Do not slap on the water

 Do not lift the head up until the roll is finished
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